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Abstract— Sentiments are nothing but the feelings like
attitude, emotion, or opinion and sentiment analysis is the kind
of text classification according to sentiments present in text.
Sentiments can be expressed in positive and negative polarity.
Sentiment analysis helps in finding how sentiments can be
expressed in text. Text-based sentiment analysis is becoming
popular in text mining and computational linguistic research.
In these days, increase in the use of social media like blogs
and social networks has increased the use of sentiment
analysis. One of the wide use of text-based sentiment analysis
is in taking decision about product at the time of both
purchasing and manufacturing. This paper focuses on problem
of sentiment polarity categorization , which is basic problem
of sentiment analysis. In this paper , process of of determining
the polarity and features of the product based on the
considered reviews is proposed with detailed process
description.

classifying the movie review and the study says that the
supervised machine learning is more efficient but requires a
considerable amount of time to train the model.
Bo Pang et al., used machine learning techniques for
investigating the effectiveness of classification of documents
by overall sentiment [21].
Zhu et al., proposed aspect based opinion polling
from free form textual customers reviews [22].
Jeonghee Yi et al., proposed a Sentiment Analyzer
for extracting opinions about a subject from online data
documents [23]. Sentiment analyzer uses natural language
processing techniques.
Alekh Agarwal et al., proposed a machine learning
method incorporating linguistic knowledge gathered through
synonymy graphs, for effective opinion classification [24].
Michael et al., presented, a prototype system for
mining topics and sentiment orientation from free text
customer feedback [25].

Keywords— sentiment analysis; text classification; text-to-speech
synthesis.

I.

Qui et al., analyzed the problems related to opinion
mining such as opinion lexicon expansion and opinion target
extraction [26].

INTRODUCTION

III. TEXT-BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Sentiment Analysis comes under natural language processing
and task of information extraction which can obtain feelings of
writers expressed in positive or negative comments, questions
and requests, by analyzing a large numbers of documents. In
these days , increase in use of Internet and exchange of public
opinion has increased the demand of Sentiment Analysis.
Text-Based Sentiment Analysis includes finding correct entity
from the text towards which the sentiment is directed. TextBased Sntiment Analysis classifies text based on the
sentimental orientation of opinion they contain. The
sentiments can further be given a score based on their degree
of positivity, negativity or objectivity.

A. Framework
Fig. 1. Fig 1: Framework for text-based sentiment analysis
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It is used to compute the averaged emotional dimensions for
the text of analysis. In the current work, this is the arithmetic
1) Reviews of product
mean of the dimensions at the sentence level [9], [11].
Reviews of the product are collected from related websites
using Internet. These reviews are used as input to the
8) Classifier
framework of text-based sentiment analysis.
Sentiments can be expressed on positive and negative
2) Remove Tags
polarity. Classifier helps to identify the class of input text that
is whether it is positive or negative.
Reviews of the product which are used as an input
are real time reviews. Such real time reviews may
contain non-textual data and markup tags for html
pages which are not required for sentiment analysis and
thus should be removed.

9) Processing by Text-to-speech System
In these days, speech researchers are taking interest to focus
on full range and variation of speech for signaling the social
and psychological aspects of a message. The new generation
of Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems should automatically
deliver expressive cues when synthesizing an affective
message [5], [6]. Finding out the affect in text is difficult task.
There are hurdles in translating human affect into explicit
representations. Natural Language Processing (NLP) research
community says that sentiment analysis uses positive and
negative polarity for problem classification. Some authors also
consider a neutral sentiment at the same level of the hierarchy
[19]. TTS applications make use of this neutral sentiment for
generating usual messages [15], [16].

3) POS Tagger
Part-of-speech (POS) information is useful in sentiment
analysis. It is used to explain the significance of the words in
the document. The adverbs, adjectives and verbs have
significant effect on the sentence. Thus this module helps in
identifying the most affective word in the given document.
4) Word-Sense Disambiguator
Human language is ambiguous, that is a word with same
spelling can be used with different meanings depending on the
context in which it occurs. For instance, consider the
following sentences:

B. Term selection and weighting

(a) The class learned that information.
In sentence level sentiment analysis, each sentence denotes
some features related to product to decide whether that
product is good or bad. But we cannot take all the features in
consideration as it increase the feature space and does not
provide satisfactory result. Therefore term selection and term
weighting are used.
1. Term Selection:
This process helps in reducing the dimensionality of features
space. It removes the feature which does not contribute for
classification task. This helps in maximizing the effectiveness
and computational performance of classifier.
2. Term weighting:
This process is used to increase the discriminating power of
certain features. It does not reduce the dimensionality of
features space.
Leung et al. suggest a method to find the sentiment
orientation and opinion strength of a word with respect to a
sentiment class as its relative frequency of appearance in that
class. For example, if the word “best” appeared 8 times in
Positive reviews and 2 times in Negative reviews, its strength
with respect to Positive sentiment orientation is then 8/(8+2) =
0.8.

(b) She is very learned individual.
Here the word learned in the two sentences has different
meanings:
Acquired knowledge and a highly educated or knowledgeable,
respectively. Word-sense disambiguator is used to identify the
meaning for words in context.
5) Stemmer
It is used for the purpose of indexing. Words which are related
semantically get mapped to the same stem, base or root form.
Stemming is useful for reducing inflected words to their word
stem, base or root form. Stemming programs is also called as
stemming algorithms or stemmers.
6) Keyword Spotter
This module is used to develop monograms and bigrams.
Keyword spotter takes up three features where initially the
word features are identified by confirming whether or not the
word exists in the document. It is like that of the next feature
to identify the unigrams in the word and hence check for their
availability. It provides the emotional dimensions to the
emotional words.

C. Machine Learning
Machine learning approach is related to topic
classification, that is classifying sentiments in positive and
negative reviews.
Pang et al. uses three classifiers which includes Naïve
Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Maximum

7) Average calculator
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Entropy, for a movie review corpus to check whether binary
and also the number of adjectives and adverbs which were not
sentiment classification can be addressed using standard topic
found, it is counted by us. The Table shows recall value
classification techniques [27]. Pang and Lee concluded that
calculated for adjective and adverbs.
sentiment classification is more difficult than topic
classification.
Table 2: RECALL CALCULATION
Goldberg and Zhu then extended work of Pang and Lee
No.
using
transductive
semi-supervised
learning.
They
No
No.
No.of
Recall
Adv
Avg
of
demonstrated that unlabeled reviews can help improve
Sr.
Recall
of
Product
Adj
Adj
No.
(Adv)
(adj)
Adv
Not
Recall
classification accuracy [29].
Foud
Not
Foud
Foud
foud
Zhu and Goldberg proposed a kernel regression algorithm
utilizing order preferences of unlabeled data, and successfully
applied the algorithm to sentiment classification.
Samsung
1

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS
The parameters like precision and recall helps in computing
the result of sentiment analysis.
Precision and recall play a major role in evaluation of
search strategies. Precision can be considered as one of the
measure of calculating the effectiveness of some computer
applications to determine search words, candidate terms, and
other items. Precision is a measure of the proportion of the
results of a computer application that are supposed to be
correct.
Recall can also be considered as one of the measure
of finding the effectiveness of some computer applications to
find search words, candidate terms, and other items. Recall is
a measure of the proportion of all possible correct results of a
computer application that the application actually produces.
For example, suppose you are using a computer application to
search for terms in a document that has 100 terms in it. If the
application finds 90 of these terms, then the recall of the
application is 90 out of 100, or 90%. Here, these two
parameters are evaluated for checking the accuracy of the
system.
The rule based approach of the system is tested with
reviews of the three products and the following results are
calculated Table 1 shows the results of review calculation for
three products.
Table 1: REVIEWS CALCULATION
Sr No

Product
Name

Positive
Word

65

34

66%

67

41

62%

64%

85

46

65%

68

32

68%

66.5%

95

34

74%

79

34

70%

72%

Laptop

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Word

Word

Review %

2

Nokia
Mobiles

3

Sony
Laptop

67.5%

Overall Average Recall

The precision ratio of the correct reviews and the total reviews
are calculated and given in the table no.3.

Table 3: POLARITY PRECISION CALCULATION
Sr.

Product

No
1

Samsung
laptop

2

Nokia
mobile

3

Sony
laptop

Correct

Total

review

review

Precision

241

341

71%

190

280

68%

249

345

72%

Overall Average Precision

70%

The precision ratio of correct reviews with total reviews is
1

Samsung

160

34

160

82%

140

32

132

81%

considered for the three products and the precision value is

Laptop

calculated in the Table 3.
2

Nokia

In this way the results are calculated and get the

Mobiles
3

Sony

actual performance of the system.
125

50

149

71%

V.
Laptop

CONCLUSION

Sentiment Analysis is a task of information extraction which
can obtain feelings expressed in positive and negative
comments. The proposed framework of text-based sentiment
analysis can find the features of product based on considered
review and also determine whether those features denotes

The table given below will provide us the number of
adjectives and adverbs found for the product by the system
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